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Harvey Stoat and Friends

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 3                    by: Sam McBratney
4 October 

Another programme on the subject of friends and friendship.

Harvey Stoat has a problem which some children may be familiar with - he is picked on by Billy 
Weasel who sits beside him in class.   The only solution is not to go to school at all.

Almost everyone who was there that day could see what a wonderful thing Harvey Stoat had just done.  He 
had turned every day into a holiday��People went home feeling happy.  Billy Weasel was so pleased that 
he ate his jotter - a thing he had always wanted to do.

Song
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1. The children form a circle with one �lonely� child in the centre.
2. The circle moves around as the �lonely� child sings slowly and sadly: �I�m lonely, I�m 

lonely,��etc.�
3. The children in the circle respond, �Would I do, would I do��etc.�
4. �Lonely� child selects a companion.  The children dance around the �lonely� child and 

his/her new companion, forming a little circle in the centre.
All sing quickly:
�So round and round��etc.�

5. The process is repeated.  Each child in the circle selects a friend, until the circle is �used    
up�.

         (Courtesy of Children of God series)

After the programme

In addition to some of the suggestions in last week�s programme, this week�s story could lead to 
discussions on:

� Not wanting to go to school
� Bullying
� Which is better - a best friend, or several very good friends?
� What things do you �fall out� with your friend about?
� Harvey Stoat stopped the clock at ten past two because the clock hands were together.     

Older children could write down some other times when the clock hands are �together�.
� If they could choose, what time of the day would the children like to stop the clock so   

that it was that time forever.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: describe 
     and talk about real and imaginary experiences
     and about people, places, things and events.

Maths

Measures:    Pupils should have opportunities to: recognise 
     times on the clock face
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Cross-Curricular Links

 

PPROGRAMME 3

ENGLISH
discussion/writing on friendships
real and imaginary experiences
descriptive words

MATHS
telling the time

PSHE
feelings
sharing
friendship

PE/MUSIC
play the Friendly Game
(see music)
or other games involving co-
operation


